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THE STAG
1955

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY BY THE STUDENTS OF

PORTLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE,
PORTLAND, MAINE

CONTENTS
FACULTY

SENIORS

FRESHMEN

PRE-COLLEGE

A FOREWORD
In the following pages will be found the sincere attempt of a few to preserve
for many the cherished memories of this year at Portland Junior Col lege. Speaking for the staff, I certainly hope that we have accomplished this. We have spent
minutes and hours trying to set on paper, in print and by picture, the memorable
incidents of a whole college year. The time that we spent is relatively short, but
it will have all been wasted if in the years to come the men who thumb through
this book do not feel their hearts swell with pride and beat faster because of the
bitter and the sweet recorded on these pages.
When a child is born he has o unique set of God-given characteristics, and so
every man at P. J. C. has his own set which, when combined with every other
man's creates a truly strange but wonderful situation. This situation can never be
duplicated; it can only be recalled by those who were a part of it. The purpose of
this, the 1955 ST AG is to create a memory that will long linger in the minds of the
men whose personalities are injected into its pages.
Our book has no definite theme, but drawings of stags are spread out
through it. These animals have the combined characteristics of men and stags.
It is proper that they should because the college animal is the stag. The stag will
symbolize the college for the men who were a part of it. Therefore, the combination is further justified. These stags are shown in various stages of development,
which indicate the progress of the students. Each stag has his own characteristic; together these make the college. Without these things the college would have
only the physical attributes which contribute nothing to mankind.
These stags that seemingly romp and frolic through the book are the pen and
ink conception of the personality of the college. This personality can be likened
to that of a man; as a man ages in years so does he grow in significance, and
such is this book: it continues to grow in significance as long as there is a man to
read it and be affected by its contents.

ACTIVITIES

That which hos been said thus far is in the name of the whole ST AG staff;
now as editor I shall say a few words of my own.
I feel that the staff has done all within its power to accomplish a goal that
was set high, and this is the major factor that will make the STAG of 1955 a success beyond the staff's anticipation. I am certain for this reason that they have
done a task which will be appreciated more by their classmates as the sands of
time form great pyramids in the lives of all of us.

ATHLETICS

ADVERTISI NG

Your editor,
Thomas Merrill

DEDICATION

MRS. ELIZABETH W. EASTMAN

The class of 1955 of Portland Junior College wishes to show its appreciation
to Mrs. Elizabeth W. Eastman who has long been a friend of the college. She
served the college during its first twenty-one years as secretary to the dean; this
official post was only a small part of her contribution to the college. When Mrs.
Eastman left the college last June she left with us something of herself. Her love
for and loyalty to Portland Junior Colle.ge will long be appreciated and remembered.
It is with deepest sincerity that we of the class of 1955 dedicate this, THE
STAG of 1955, to Mrs. Elizabeth W. Eastman.

I

E. B. FRED CLARK
B.A.E. (University of Florida)
M.A. (University of Florido)
Head of Foreign Language Dept.
Instructor in French, Spanish, English and
Biology

ALFRED E. CLARKE
A.B. (Dartmouth College)
Director of Admissions
Head of History Dept.
Instructor in History and American Government

ROBERT F. GOFF
A.B. (Bowdoin College)
M.A. (Bates College)
Instructor in Philology, Sociology, Algebra and German

DEAN LUTHER I. BONNEY

JOHN F. JAQUES
A.B. (Bowdoin College)
A.M. (Columbia University)
Head of Engl ish Dept.
Instructor in English and Speed Reading

JOHN H. KEENAN
A.B. (Dartmouth College)
M .C.S. (Amos Tuck School)
A.M. (Columbia University)
Head of Economics Dept.
Instructor in Economics, Banking and
Finance and Accounting

JUSTIN 0. JOHNSON
B.S. (Colby College)
Dean of the Faculty
Head of Mathematics Dept.
Instructor in Mathematics, Survey of
Physical Science and Business Statistics

JOHN 0. KERSHAW
B.S. (Springfield College)
Director of Physical Education and Athletics
Instructor in Algebra and History

Col. HAROLD M. LAWRENCE, Me. N.G.
B.S. in Business Administration (Boston
University)
Registrar and Bursar
Head of Accounting Dept.
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
Instructor in Accounting

MURIEL B. LEIGHTON
(Simmons College)
College Librarian

DOROTHY FISHER
Secretary to the dean

CHARLOTTE McCORMICK
Secretary to the Bursar

GERALD E. DINSMOORE
B.S. (University of New H ampshire)
Litt. M. (Universi ty of Pittsburg)
Instructor in Salesmanship

LOUISE S. DUNHAM
A.B. (Bates College)
Instructor in Remedial Reading

ARTHUR l. FREUNDLICH

HAMLET P. COLLINS
B.S. (Rutgers University)
Instructor in Algebra

A.B . (Northeastern University)
A.M. (Boston University)
Director of Psychology and Testing at
Westbrook Junior College
Instructor in Psychology

JOHN LEE GORDON
B.S. in Chemistry (University of Maine)
Head of Chemistry Department at Westbrook Junior College
Instructor in Chemistry

SAMUEL C. ROSENTHAL

G. STEPHEN JOHNSTON
A.B. (Gordon College)
Instructor in United States History

B.S. (University of Maine)
Head of Chemistry Department at Portland High School
Instructor in Pre-College Chemistry

J. WESTON WALCH
B.S. (Bowdoin College)
M.Ed. (Bates)
Instructor in Economic History

GEORGE WOODWARD
B.S. (Boston University, College of Business Administration)
Instructor in Corporate Finance and
Money and Banking

RALPH H. LONG
B.S. (Bates College)
Instructor in Physics at Deering High
School
Instructor in Pre-College Physics
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Raymond S. Ookes
President

Ph ilp I. Milliken
Treasurer

Theodore S. Johnson
Vice President
Louis B. Farnham
Secretory

Frederick N. Allen
George E. Beal
Louis Bernstein
Percy F. Crone
Franklin A. Ferguson
Chester R. Ho ll
Edword S. Ha mmo nd
Wolter H. Littlefield
Harrison C. Lyseth

Edmund P. Mahoney
George B. Morrill, Jr.
George T. Nickerson
Edword 0. Noyes
H. Duncan O liphant
Milton 0. Proclor
Horry W. Rowe
Rolph M. Somme rvil le
J. Weston Walch

ROBERT CHAPLIN ANDREWS
Yarmouth
Business Administration
Baseball Manager 1
Future Plans - College and Novy
The sleepy-eyed naval reservist to_ wh?m
distance poses no problem when his mmd
is determined. Will be remembered by us
all and Mr. Woodworth. "Abide with me."

PAUL ALLEN BANKSON
Cape Elizabeth
Business Administration
Jazz Club l, President 2, Basketball 1.
Future plans - undecided
" The squares have got to be converted to
;azz." Paul will probably be another Norman Granz.

Seated (Left ta Right) Poulios, O'Gara, Bernier, Kilbride
Standing (Left to Right) Smith, Richards, Mogul

This year the seniors sow flt to re-elect oil
their freshmen officers to lead the grad,,ating
class and, in addition, voted representative
posts to Norm Richards, John Smith and
Norm Mogul. Continuing the influential leadership which hod marked the previous year's
administration, the officers took immediate
action to alleviate a serious parking problem
here and set the social wheel in motion by
staging on early fall Cabaret to which oil
were invited.
Leadership qualities were not restricted to
the officers alone. Under the guidance of
seniors new clubs were born and some already organized were rejuvenated by second
year students whose interest in school spirit
was beyond the "yea" stage.
Popular Fronk Stein, with the assistance of
Lloyd Mudie, formed the Pinochle Club which
sponsored monthly suppers to which all students were invited.
Seniors Dick Winckler and Poul Bankson
gathered together the many fellows interested
in the art of jazz and come up with one of
the college's most successful organizations, the
Jazz Club.
To Clem Bernier fell the task of gathering
interest in a club charted to be of assistance
not only to the college but also to the community, a club beset with various misfortunes
since its original inception here a few years
ago. The Circle K, a branch of the local Kiwanis hos developed to become a most influential voice on campus.
Television celebrated its first birthday at
P.J.C. and with seniors Dick Kilbride, Bill

O'Goro and Earl Hyler at the helm, continued
into another year discussions of public issues
on a level that all could understand.
The After Dinner Club was organized for
those who consider eating and talking on inseparable pair in the proper promotion of
good tellowship. Dick Winckler was elected
to lead the new group, the first club at P.J.C
to invite the alumni to active membership.
A new journalistic voice was added to the
college atmosphere this year with the introduction of The Rag, a weekly newspaper
edited by George Linscott with the assistance
of both seniors and freshmen.
The Newsance went into its second year of
publication under the guidance of seniors
Norm Richards, l. R. Mudie, and John P.
Smith.
The untiring efforts of editor Norm Pierce
and the assistance of on able staff placed the
monthly publication P.J.C. News on a higher
informative plane than many papers of colleges twice this size.
The work of the STAG staff under the leadership of Tom Merrill is herewith presented
for your consideration.
That is port of the story of this class of
fifty-five. We hove a record of achievement
unequalled in the twenty-one year history of
Portland Junior College. But this hos been
but the groundwork of what we hope will be
a new era of great good fortune for our beloved college and Alma Mater, as the result
of enthusiastic participation by students in
extra-curricular activities.

CLEMENT LOUIS BERNIER
Lewiston
Business Administration
.
Outing Club 2, Student Coun~il
Vice President 1, 2, Stag Advertising manager 2, P. J. C. News Ad1/e.rtising manager 1, 2. Jazz Club
2, Frosh Report Co-Editor 1.
Future plans - college
BRIAN BARNARD
Portland
Future plans - undecided
From Brian you always get a smile and a
cheery "good day."

"Sharp talker".
Future Kiwanian and
politician. His manner always has that
"business like" aspect. He. can laugh,
even at himself. "You might be mr,
friend but r,ou're not my brother.
"Tremendous.

LEIGHTON BROWN
South Portland
Business Administration
Camera Club Secretary-Treasurer

2.

Future plans -

Portland University

Leighton should be a competent accountant in the near future for the frozen
fish industry.

RONALD J. CURRIER
Westbrook
Business Administration
Basketball l, 2, Baseball l, 2
"Butsch", an athlete, loves W. J. C. best.

FRANKLIN 0. COBB Ill
Cape Elizabeth
Business Administration
STAG Business Manager 2, Bosket·
ball 1
Future plans - college
Another fine resident of Cape Elizabeth.
Frank should do well in life.

GERALD N. DAVIS
Cape Elizabeth
Business Administration
Future plans - University of New
Hampshire
''Gerry" carries a lot of weight around
here. W.e predict that he will supple·
ment Col. Lawrence in the National
Guard.

WILLIAM F. DODGE
Portland
Business Administration
Future plans - busin~ss

ROBERT JOSEPH DOHERTY
South Portland
Business Administration
Future plans - college

Biggest man in the school, with a big
voice. Never in the way but always will·
ing to help.

"Where there is laughter there is bliss."
Bob is a cheerful, well-liked lriJhm~n
from South Portland. His humor will
help pave his way to success.

GEORGE W. ELLINGWOOD, JR.
Rumford, R. I.
Liberal Arts
Future plans - Co,lby
Typical "Joe College" from the little
state.

DONALD L. GATTI
Wayne
Business Administration
Outing Club 2.
Future plans - Miami University
"Don't worry about that test, we can
always study tomorrow." Good luck,
Don, on the sunny sands of Florida.

ALTON J. GRENIER
Winslow
Business Administration
Service Company 1, 2. Longhair
Club
Future plans - College
W ell known and liked by all. Another
Tripoli Campaigner who likes good times
and Pendleton shirts. For a laugh ask
Al about Sgt. Keregg. " To kno w the
world - travel it."

WILLIAM J. HODGKINS, JR.
South Portland
Business Administration
Future plans - Boston University
"The Hunter" "I saw a pair of eyes in
the bushes and shot." Good luck Bill.

L. EVERETT HAWKES, JR
Portland
Business Administration
Jazz Club Director 1, 2. Windjammers Director 1.
Future plans - business
"Where there is music there is laughter."
Ed is one of the real "cats" on campus.

EARL S. HYLER, JR.
Portland
Liberal Arts
Future plans - college
Radio Club l, 2. T. V. Club 1, 2.
Dean's List 1A.
"Good evening Mr. and Mrs. America"
Earl is a natural for radio and T. V.

GERALD JOHNSON
Portland
Future plans - undecided
You are liable to find "Gerry" almost
anywhere on campus. With his ability
to get around he is bound to succeed.

NORMAN J. JUTRAS
Lewiston
Business Administration
Future plans - W. T. Grant Co.
Another wr/1 dressed m an - quiet, steady
and marked fo r success.

RICHARD S. JOHNSON
Cape Elizabeth
Liberal Arts
P. J. C. News 2
Future plans - undecided
Ought to make a good sideshow barker.
He looks collegiate.

ROBERT ARNOLD KELLY
Westbrook
Libera l Arts
Service Co. l, 2. Basketball Captain l, 2.
Future plans - college
Popular friend to all. Teams with Dick
in English Lit. and History of the
Americas. His yellow Chevie is a common sight here and W. ] . C. If ambition and personality are any criteria
"Bob" will go a long way. "To teach an
example, set one."

THOMAS RICHARD MERRILL
Raymond
Liberal Arts
Outing Club, Chairman-hunting
and fishing 2, EDITOR-I N-CHIEF,
THE STAG 2. P. J. C. News 2.
Longhair Club 2. Independence
Plus 2.
Future plans - Miami or the service
.. l '11rl,· Tom" was 011r gain and Bowdoi,,.s loss. He· 1!1i11k., 11otlti11g of swi111111i11g P1111tltC'I' Po11d. ,·11/i11g lt11g,, /Jowls
of ice rr,•11111 or s!tooti11g t11111e m/J/Jits.
·· t 111·,·rl ,, girl.'' .. Put your cigarettes 011
1/11• 111/1/C' 1111•11." l.ikes 111ost lo he lil<Pd
best."

LLOYD R. MUDIE
Cape Elizabeth
Business Administration
P. J. C. Newsance 2. Jazz Club 1,
2. Pinochle Club 2.
Future plans - Boston University
and then Advertising .
: I quit-I cflicie11/ organi:er u•ho likes to
gc·t rhi11gs done. Lford tdll be II good ad·
111a11 .10111e day.

NORMAN A. MOGUL
Portland
Business Administration
Student Council l, 2. Radio Club
1. Public Relations Committee 1.
Assembly Committee 1. Baseball
1. Deans list 1 B
Future plans - Boston University
"From ideas are born accomf,lishments."
Norm's college activities have been har·
rowing for his wife but B. U. will get a
good man.

JOSEPH J. NELSON
Portland
liberal Arts
Future plans - undecided
A quiet studiotts ueteran who's lost at

P. ]. C. without Bill and Bob . His com·
mon sense and w it a,·e assets which will
carry Joe fa.r. "Reach for the moon."

WARREN W. NOYES
South Portland
Business Administration
Outing Club 2.
Future plans - undecided
Easy going sportsman who gets .his deer
the first day. Collects guns, fishing rods,
and many friends. "The way to play a
sport is to be one."

WILLIAM B. O'GARA
Westbrook
Liberal Arts
Outing Club 2, Student Council
Treasurer l, President 2, Class
Presidem 1, 2, T. V. Club 1. 2.
Pinochle Club 2, Frosh Report 1,
Baseball l, 2, Basketball 1, 2.
Future plans - Springfield college
Popular, quick tempered, Democrnt fro':1Westbrook. Thinks our population is
divided into two groups . .. the Irish and
those who want to be. Likes all sports,
some women, and English Lit. In the
future to find Bill look for Cl,m and
Dick."
,,
"You never cease to amaze me.

WILLIAM H. PALMER, JR.
Westbrook
Business Administration
Jazz Club l, 2
Future plans - Boston University
"Man dig that Ted Heath Jazz". Willie
is the future "Cool Baron" of West·
brook.

EDWARD H. PERLEY
Lewiston
Future plans - undecided
A man of knowledge and h.umble ways.
His results speak well for him.

NORMAN E. PIERCE
Outing Club, Chairman of camp··
ing, 1, 2. STAG Staff 1, Managing
Editor 2. Windjammers l, lndependance Plus 2. longhair l, 2.
Newsance 1. Radio Club 1. Golden
Key Players Dramatic Club 2. P. J.
C. News, Co-Editor l, Editor-in·
Chief 2.
Future plans - Northeastern Uni·
versity School of Liberal Arts for
Journalism.

WI LLIAM IRVING PETERSON
Westbrook
Future plans - undecided
"Bill" has been making the ro unds of
various colleges. When are you. going to
set tle down?

CLARE EDWARD RIPLEY
Cornish
Business Administration
Student Council Recording Secre·
ta ry (Pre-College) Radio Club (Pre·
College)
Future plans - business

ROGER PAUL ROBERGE
South Portland
Business Administration
Future plans - business
Quiet, unassumin_g veteran of the Tripo_li
Campaign. He will hear wedding bells m
the near future! We wish them well.
"Silence is golden."

Mr. Freundlich's chief "aide". Rip
knows more stories I/um he cares to re·
late. His knowledge is graced by the
smile of contented routh.

Hard working, well liked, inf luential
rabbit-skinning Editor of the NEWS.
How fa r is it to W estbrook, Norm? P. ].
C's answer to W estbrook Pegler.

PLUTO POULIOS
Portland
Business Administration
Student Council l, 2. Class Treas·
urer 1, 2.
Future plans - University of New
Hampshire
Ii picture of vitality, sincerity and purpose. N o one can know him without
?iking him.

NORMAN V. RICHARDS
Worcester, Mass.
Business Administration
Outing Club 2 . Student Council 2.
Associate Editor Stag 2. P. J: C.
News, Advertising Manager 1. Co·
Editor Newsance 1, 2. Jazz Club
Director l, 2.
Future plans
University of
Maryland, School of Public Reio·
tions.
The hard working journalist who's
greatest asset is the art of winning
friends. " W here there is m usic there is
the heartbeat of true character." N orm
loves music, sports, humor, an d writing.
H e possesses that essential talent for
success.

ROBERT V. SAWTELLE
Portland
Business Administration
Future plans - Boston or Northeastern University
He invaded the mystery of m arried bliss.
A steady man weU.-liked for his quiet·
ness.

GEORGE FRANK SCAMMON, JR.
Saco
Business Administration
Basketball Manager 2, Baseball 1,

2.
Future plans -

Portland University

H e never fai ls to say "Hi".

CHARLES VAUGHN SCOTT
Bathurst, N. B., Canada
Business Administration
Dean's List lA, lB.
Future plans
- University of
Maryland

MAURICE E. SHARPE, JR.
Cape Elizabeth
Business Administration
Future plans - Business
A portrait of sincerity, his hand clasp is
sure and firm.

FRANK R. STEIN
South Portland
Business Administration
Dean's List 1 B
Future plans - Boston University
A tremendous worker and good student.

Those who think a guy can't work his
way through college should take a look
at Frank; he is bound to succeed.

A real student. P. ]. C. needs more like
"Scotty".

DAVID SHOREY SILSBY
Bangor
Liberal Arts
Outing Club 2. Jazz Club 2.
Dramatic Club 2.
Future plans - Portland University
School of Law.

JOHN P. SMITH
Portland
Business Administration
Student Council 2. P. J . C. News·
once 1, 2. (Co-Editor) Pinochle
Club 2. Radio Club 1.
Future plans - Boston University

ELLIOT BRAD BU RY TOWLE
Hollis Center
Business Administration
Future plans - Boston University

Dave .should be a great lawyer with his
patience and analytical mind. "Bangor's
own Clarence Darrow."

"What's the matter with you guysr Let's
get on the ball" He's a go-getter who is
bound to succeed.

It's not where you come from but where
you are going that counts. The quiet
man.

JOSEPH E. TIERNEY
Portland
Business Administration
Baseball 1, 2. Basketball
Likable but reserved Korean veteran
whose smile is a familiar sight to all.
Has made most of the school dances and
all of Clem's parties.

NICHOLAS PRAXITELIS
VAMVAKIAS
Portland
Business Administration
Service Co. l, 2. Dean's List 1 B
Future plans - Boston University
Vitality, dependability, high quality
will never be without a friend.

JAMES K. WARBURG
Fol mouth
Business Administration
Future plans - Navy
Tlw .\ '""-" 11·ill ~l'/ a ~oOII 111t111 , y1•11rs of
r/11111 -di!!,!!,ill" l,m,,· 111t11/1· !,i111 f11111ili11r
l<'it/1 //;,: s1~1. A tl1·ll"f111i11l'II 1,·mitl'r
11'i/J /111d Sl/(C/'SS.

RICHARD E. WINKLER
Portland
Business Administration
Jazz Club Treasurer 2, Radio Club
1. Circle K Club 2.
Future plans - Boston University
School of Public Relations
A

/ri<-11d to

fill .miu,d

to

h is 1·111·1)• / ns/1.

THE BEST IN THE CLASS
Most Likely to Succeed

Clem Bernier

Most Popular

Pluto Pou lios

Best Personality

Norm Richards

Best Looking

Fronk Cobb

Best Dressed

Dick Winckler

Best Student

Charlie Scott

Hardest Worker
Wittiest

Fronk Stein
Clore Ripley

Sleepiest

Bob Andrews

Biggest Bluff

Gerold Davis

Freshman Class Officers

Seated (left to right), D. Linscott, F. Luce, R. Leo, C. McDonald, B. Loughlin
Standing (left to right}, H. Leeman, A. lailer, J. Kezol
Seated (left to right}, W. David Derepentigny, Poul l. Coron, Joseph J. Murphy,

Edward l. Logue

When the Freshman Class invaded Portland Junior College in September
of 1954, the upperclassmen stood aghast at their number. Following the trend
set by their predecessors, the Class of '56 boasts a majority of veterans. With
lhe largest enrollment in recent years the Frosh soon began to follow the example of the Senior Class. Political murmuring led to the establishment of two
strong slates of candidates for the Student Council.
Under the leadership of Paul L. Caron, class President, the freshmen who
were placed on the Council were Joseph J. Murphy, class Vice President; W.
David Derepentigny, class Secretary-Treasurer; Edward L. Logue and James A.
Caselden, class representatives.
Clubs and other organizations on the campus attracted a considerable
number of the class, and the fact that freshmen have added talent to these
activities is now a matter of record. Some who have stood out as examp les of
good college citizenship are, Donald Linscott, a candidate for the Editorship of
the News next year; Dale Elliot, whose humor contributed to the morale of the
Outing Club; Rober t Barber, mainstay of the Golden Key Player's Dramatic Club;
Bruce Laugh lin, STAG Art Ed itor; and Frank Moore, a key figure in the Radio
Club.
With a little incentive the freshmen of Portland Junior College should prove
to be more than capable to carry on the traditions of the college in the coming
year.

"They're not painters, they're actors."
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Seoted (left to right), R. Morsh, H. Moody, D. Nunon, P. Mahony, H. Strom
Standing (left to right), D. McGonogle, F. Morrison, R. Morrison

Seated (left to right), F. Morre, G. Contreros, E. Porker, J. Taylor, R. Brown
Standing (left lo right), R. Varney, J. Hansen, 8. Sadler, J. Tierney

"Could this be our Director of Admissions at work?"

"Coeds! No, just some more actors."
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Seated {left to right), P. Roberts, R. Morrill, R. Renshaw, G. Brooks, E. Pexeckis
Standing (left to right), f. Torrey, R. Thurston, R. Bryson

"Closer, my dear, come closer.. ...."

Seated (left to right), 0. Breau, E. Choote, P. Coron, W. Densmore, R. Bowen
Standing (left lo right), R. Barber, R. Carmichael, P. Anderson, W. 0. Derepentigny, R. Davis

"What's this, the music stopped?"
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Seated (left ta right), R. Drapeau, D. Elliot, l. OeCoster, A. Greene, G. Vachon
Standing (left to right), N . Gault, M. Dion, J Caselden, J . Rondeau, E. Logue

Seated (left to right), W. Goss, 0. Hoffman, C. Hartford, R. Hooper, W. Gagnon
Standing (left to right), J. Murphy, F. Hinxman, R. Leighton, 0. Fogg, D. deDoes

"Relax, Bill, he's not your judge, just an assembly speaker."

"look Ma, I'm dancing."
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Seated (left to right), W. Keup, J. Gable, C. Keefe, J. Levesque, F. Howard
Standing (left to right), W. Johnson, N. Kelley, W. Kellaway

.

,.

Seated (left to Right), R. Ward, K. Atherton, J . Parker
Standing (Left to Right), B. Nero, W. Wyland, P. Tenggren

These men were not present when pictures were taken. A. Antil, L. Bernard, R. Brawn, W. Burnell, D.
Cantara, E. Clark, T. Connor, P. Costello, C . Crowell, l. Cummings, V. Degifico, N. Dvilinsky,
R. Emery, C. Ferrante, J. Ferri, J. Gilbride, R. Gold, J. Hansen, D. Harmon, H. Higgins, R.
Jackson, 0. Merrill, P. Merrill, 0. Mitch, P. O'Toole, G. Pesce, C. Pierce, D. Redman, J. Redman,
R. Robbins, R. Shea, D. Stover, K. Taylor, and A. Burpee.

"Smile pretty, this picture might be in the ST AG."

Seated (left to Right), H. Staples, D. Wirta, D. Chompeon

Seated (left to right), D. Robinson, C. Ramsay, H. Staples, R. Bouchard, R. Foss
Standing (left to right), R. Webber, W. Butterfield, R. Hodgdon, F. Pittis, R. Allen

THE VOICE OF PRE COLLEGE
The pictures on the following pages show but one of the attributes of the
Pre Col lege class of Portland Junior College - its ability to dress well when the
occasion calls for it. This, however, is minor when compared with its school spirit.
Pre College men attend most college activities, are active in all campus clubs
and organizations, and what is more they have more classes than freshmen or
seniors. The only regretable thing about this class is that too many of them will
be leaving the college this spring for other callings.
Richard Bouchard and Norman Shaw are but two of the many examples of
spirited students. Dick is active in the Outing Club, Camera Club, was chairman
of the Sno-Ball dance (a huge success), and has taken a series of colored slides
for college promotion. Norm is active on the News and STAG, is an officer in the
Drama Club, and always has a good idea when one is needed.
The impression that this year's Pre College class has made will certainly outlive the names connected with it.

"Waltz me around again Willie."

Seated (left to right), W. Beaucage, P. Hutchinson, 0. Knight, C. Champeon, W. Golder
Standing (left to right), W. Malone, D. Wirta, T. McCarthy

Seated (left ta right), R. Turner, J. Ouellette, P. Daoutakos, D. Stnalley, R. Jendrasko
Standing (left to right), G. Gillis, W. ledger, J. Berube, R. Woodside, J. Gobeil

The following men were not present when pictures were taken: R. Carleton, R.
Kelson, F. McCrum, P. Nizza, J. Parker, S. Pieper, and N. Shaw.

"Dancing in the dark."

THE 1955 STAG
The staff of the 1955 STAG of Portland Junior College has attempted many
things, all of which ore contained within the pages of this book, so we therefore
devote this space to the recognition of those who helped make this book possible.

First Row (Left to Right), DeRepentigny, Logue, O'Garo, Murphy, Caron
Second Row (Left to Right), Caselden, Richords, Smith, Kilbride, Bernier, Stoples, Wirto, Mogul

CO-ORDINATORS
At an October supper meeting in Cumberland Center at the home of Dean and Mrs.
Luther I. Bonney, officers of this year's outstanding Student Council were elected.
Bill O'Gara as president of the Senior Class
was given the post on the council traditional
with the office, that of President of the Student
Council. After assuming the position O'Gara
presided at the election of the remaining officers.
Joseph Murphy gained the Vice-Presidency
while Edward Logue was appointed Treasurer. Richard Nutting and Richard Kilbride
were given the respective posts of Recording
and Corresponding Secretaries. Horry Staples
assumed the duties of Recording Secretary
early in the year upon the withdrawal of Nuting from the college.
The biggest problem foci ng the new Coun.
cil was to get the clubs on campus activated,
and with this end in sight a committee was
appointed to see just what kind of activities
the majority of students wanted. Senior Frank
Stein proved of immeasureoble value with
his help in arranging monthly smokers at the
college, giving everyone a chance to gather
together in good fellowship. Frank also lined
up the smokers sponsored by the Pinochle
Club.
The second task before the Council was the
allotment of money without which it could
not function. A special committee was op-

pointed to investigate each request and report back to the council. Dick Kilbride, Ed
Logue and Harry Staples served on it the
first Semester with Clem Bernier, Dave De
Repetigny and Joe Murphy becoming "budgeteers" for the second half of the year.
When it became obvious last semester that
some students were losing interest, not only in
school activities but in the Student Council itself, an emergency session was called to meet
in the Roma Cafe and after a very delicious
steak supper the Council decided to sit back
and see what happened.
The reaction by the students was quick, decisive and exactly what the Council had hoped
for. Rather then see their activity fund money
"squandered" by the Student Council the men
joined the various clubs in large numbers and
school spirit at P.J.C. rose.
Council sponsored dances and a special
dinner for the entire student body held in the
school auditorium highlighted the special social functions of this year's group.
A serious parking problem was alleviated
on Campus with the addition of a part of the
ball field for this purpose. We have related
here but a small part of the story of one of
P.J.C.'s most active Student Councils. It is generally felt that this group will rank high in
the annals of P.J.C. history when the chapter
dealing with Student Councils in unfolded.
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First Row (Left to Right), Richards, Merrill, Cobb, Laughlin
Second Row (Left to Right), Shaw, D. Linscott, Bernier
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IN REVIEW''

First Row (left to Right), G. Linscott, Merrill, Elliot
Second Row (Left to Right), Kezal, Gagnon, Pierce, Kilbride
Third Row (left to Right), Scott, O'Gara, Smith, Richards, Bernier, Morrison, Winckler, D. Linscott, Johnson
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JOURNALISM - - -

The Portland Junior College NEWS, under
the editorship of Norman E. Pierce, concentrated its efforts in the continuation of the
paper's motto, "A Mirror of Student Minds".
Throughout the year, the NEWS had ample
opportunity to indicate its mind in editorials
on contemporary issues, and in more than one
instance the NEWS was able to stir up considerable response from the student body. Considered in review, the NEWS was retained on
a high standard throughout the year.
Some of the people who made the success
of the news possible were seniors Richard Kilbride, William O'Gara, Clem Bernier, Charles
Scott, and Scott Lovejoy. Thomas Merrill, the
STAG editor who came to P.J.C. from !Bowdoin
College, also proved to be a valuable member of the NEWS staff. Freshmen members of
the staff included Richard Johnson, Dole Elliot, Donald Linscott, Jr., William Gagnon, and
James Caselden.
Th,is year's NEWS hos been able to persuade
some pre-college men to join the staff. In previous years this has not always been possible.
Among them were Norman Shaw, Phillip Peters and Richard Bouchard.
One of the most significant contributions of
the NEWS this year has been to effect a
change in the editorial page. Further, the
NEWS has used many new tricks of journalism. Outstanding has been the use of different styles of eye catching headlines and four
column banner heads.
In April the staff took a vacation from the

more serious news to present the second annual April Fool's edition that was started in
1954 under the editorship of Louis T. Maguire
and Norman Pierce.
The newspaper is a member of the Colum·
bia Scholastic Press Association, an agency
that has devoted itself to the encouragement
and analysis of scholastic publications. In
competition with other college newspapers of
the same class, the Portland Junior College
NEWS is among the top-rated. In conjunction
with the Columbia Scholastic Association, the
NEWS sent two delegates to New York City in
March to attend a press conference of col·
legiate publications.
Another "first" by this year's staff was to
increase the number of pages of some edi·
tions from four to six or more. We found that
despite the fact that the NEWS has a week's
lag between deadline and publication date,
there were many instances where the paper
was able to present original news not "broken" by other newsheets in the interim. The
reason the P.J.C. NEWS is able to do this is
that its relatively small number of reporters
were able to dig up news from sources not
usually "covered" by the other papers.
Before we of the NEWS enter out final
thirty, we would like to take this opportunity
to thank the student council and the students
at large for the support that they have given
the NEWS during the year. To the future staff
of the Portland Junior College News we ex·
tend out sincere "good luck"!

P.J.C.'s weekly newspaper, The Newsance,
hos completed its third successful year of reporting the latest happenings,. gossip, a~d
club activities of the school. Copies are available every week in the cafeteria and library
for the student body and faculty. The items
are written in an informal, easy-going style
that seems to appeal to most students.
The staff of this weekly paper is comprised
of three editors: Norm Richards, John P.
Smith, and Lloyd Mudie. These journalists
handle the writing, editing, production, and
distribution of the paper. The three profess to
be staunch individualists, and they never hesitate to air their opinions and views in the
NEWSANCE editorials, even though these editorials have sometimes been the subject of
controversy and have drawn wrath from some
quarters. Being individualists, the three editors disagree with each other occasionally.
During the hotly-contested senior elections last
fall, Editor Richards and Edith Smith ran on
opposite tickets for election to the Student
Council. (The NEWSANCE stayed neutral.)
Editor Mudie touched off quite a stir around
campus in January when he "exposed" the
fact that the Student Council had held a steak
dinner at the expense of the student activity
fund. Considerable controversy raged about
campus until the Student Council announced
that a big ham and turkey dinner had been
arranged for the entire student body. The
affair proved so successful that it may now
be held yearly. So, peace and contentment
returned with full stomachs. However, Editor
Mudie was presented with the "Steve Wilson
Memorial Illustrated Press Award" for his

"crimebusting" reporting, in front of a packed,
cheering assembly.
During December, a considerable lull was
observed in student participation in extra·
curricula activities. The editors of the NEWSANCE roundly criticized the students of P.J.C.
in no uncertain terms for their apparent
lethargy, and this action drew criticism from
some students. But the NEWSANCE thrives on
lively issues, and the editors upheld their
views.
The NEWSANCE bills itself as the "voice of
the students", and the frequent campus inter·
views confirmed the validity of this statement
throughout the school year. Students selected
at random were encouraged to give their
views on questions and issues of current interest. This proved to be quite a popular fea·
ture.
In October, the NEWSANCE sponsored a
"World Series Contest". Students were asked
to predict the outcome of the World Series the winning team, number of games, and
probable scores of the games. The winner,
who correctly predicted that the Giants would
take it in four games was a freshman named
Guy Pesce, and he was presented with a prize
by the NEWSANCE staff at an assembly.
The above report illustrates some of the
accomplishments of this year's NEWSANCE
staff. We have done our best to serve both
the students and the school by satisfying their
desire for weekly, "on the spot" coverage of
the news. We hope that the NEWSANCE will
continue to serve the students of P.J.C. in
years to come.

(Left to Right), Richards, Smith, Mudie
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First Row (Left to Right), Gognon, Dropeou, Loughlin , Rondeou
Second Row (left to Right), Deon Bonney, Winckler, Bowen, Bernier, Logue, Murphy, Mr. Milliken
Third Row (left to Righ t), Goss, DeDoes, Bernord, DeRepentigny , Morrison, Berube, Shaw, Anderson ,
Levesque, Conly, Alhe rton

YOUNG KIWANIANS
City-wide interest was focused on Portland
Junior College last March when the Circle K
C lub, an associate of the Portland Kiwanis,
staged a three week beard-growing contest in
an effort to stimulate interest in the club -sponsored "Beavers Ball" which was held in the
college auditorium on the eighteenth of that
month.
Norm Mogu l was the winner of the grand prize and proof of the contest's success and popu larity was attested to
by the fact that the dance was a sell-out, a
rare occurence in this college's activities. Faculty members John F. Jacques, Alfred E.
Clarke and Dean Bonney and their wives
served as judges.
The proceeds of the Beaver Ball were put
into a special fund to be used this summer to
send needy children to Camp. This was but
one of the many worthwhile projects tack led
by this unselfish group in their efforts to better
both P.J.C. and our community.
Last Christmas the Circle K, under the su perb leadership of its president, Clem Bernier,
distributed food baskets to the needy families
of Portland and vicinity.

A successful supper to benefit the Com ·
munity Chest, and the collection of out-grown
wearing apparel and toys for use on the
Kiwanis Radio-TV Auction were among other
worthwhile activities of the Club, all of which
have given the College a fine reputation for
participation in community projects.
Robert Brown has assisted Bernier in the
capacity of Vice-President with Edward Logue,
the club's Secretary and Joe Murphy ho lding
the treasurer' s post. The Executive Committee
members are David DeRepentigny, William
Gagnon, Donald DeDoes, John Berube, Lawrence Bernard and Fred Hinxman .
It is with a great deal of indebtedness that
the ST AG staff thank the members of this fine
organization who solicited the majority of ads
contained herein, thus making it possible for
the students to acquire their copies of the
yearbook at a reduced price.
May the fire of the Circle K continue to burn
through the years to come with the steady
flame that benefits both the col lege and the
community.

The Outdoor Men "

The Outing Club of Portland Ju nior Col lege, which is known as one of the
most active and d iversified clubs on campus, has continued this year in its traditional ca pacity. Alfred E. Cla rk e, the club adviser, made it possible fo r the club to
acquire a cabin at Dyke Mountain o n which many hunters, skiers and fishermen
were seen throughout the year. The organization of the club this year proved to
be a little different from past year s. We h od o general chairman, in the per son of
Richard Bouchard. Under him there were three ch ai rmen, Norman Pierce w h o
served as chairman of comping and hiking, Th omas Merril l acting as chairman of
fishing, and, serving as a "spore chairman" to use A l Cla rke's phrase, was David
Silsby.
After the struggle to organ ize and deputize, the mighty Outing ( lubbers
struck out for the north woods during the hunting season. Numbering fifteen
strong, and including the mighty freshman wit Dale Eliott, the hunters invaded
the Carrying Place Plantation area that was " excellent deer country" and came
home four days later looking like the defeated Confederate army, havi ng
achieved about as much as the fe llow who spent his life shoveling dust into the
teeth of o gale, (that is, no deer).
Occasional ly the out of door woodsmen would stri ke off for Dyke Mt., on a
weeken d to " cut wood for the winter months". On one occasion, two brave members faced o howl i ng early morning blizzard and struggled over some five mi les
of mountain road with certain supplies that were later consumed by o fellow
member of the club now considered an ingrate. Merrill wants to know how he
dared to even touch these cons.
Other members of the club who deserve more than passing mention for
achieving the honored award of a certain distinction were Bill Hodgkins, and
Tom Merrill. Some of the less honored but equally renowned members who rate
mention include Ken Taylor, (who got his squi rrel) and John Berube (who went
home).
The few winter weekends that were blessed w ith snow saw man members
exercising their "abilities" on skies, while others were formulating plans to invade
oil of ftshdom this spring with lures and skills uncountable.
These ore some of the many occasions that will remain in the memory of the
members of the Outing Club for a long time. This has indeed been an active, successful and fun-filled year for the Outing Club.
Seoted, left to righ t: Mr. Clorke, Bouchord, Morrison, Merrill.
Stonding, left to right: Keup, Richerds, Hyler, Pierce, Kilbride, Berube, Show, Bern ier, Con toro , Dion,
Silsby.

SPEAKING"

(left to Right), Lovejoy, Merrill, Hinxmon
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MUSICALLy -

The Longhair Club was faced with a dearth
of membership this year, and as a result got
off to a slow start. However, through the
efforts of freshman Fred Hinxman and seniors
Scott Lovejoy and Norman Pierce, the club
was maintained on a reasonably active basis.
Mr. Robert Goff, the faculty adviser to the
music club, served as host several times during the year. This proved to be another factor in keeping the Longhairs active.
As has always been the case with the Longhair Club, one of the oldest organizations in
the college, the meetings that were held- during the year proved to be interesting and informative. Discussions ranged from the music
of Brahms, Beethoven, Tschaikovsky to the
modern idiom music of Grofe. Some of the
albums of classical music that belong to the
Longhair Club were pressed into use during

several of the campus smokers held during
the year.
In the second semester, the Longhair Club
utilized some of their funds to purchase more
classical albums thus increasing the now quite
extensive library.
One of the highlights of the club's activities
was an informal and extemporaneous discussion of organ music given by Dr. Rupert Lovejoy. At the same meeting, Dr. Lovejoy played
several selections of music in the classical vein
that he had composed himself. It has not been
a project of the Longhair Club, but many of
the members have been attending the various
concerts held in Portland City Hall.
Besides a good library of records, the club
owns a record player, thus making it possible
for the club to have much to offer in the way
of good music to future members.

The Jazz Club, which was born last year at
P.J.C. got off to a flying start this year, and
quickly became the largest and one of the
most popular clubs on the campus. The club's
founding fathers, Norm Richards and Leon
Hawkes, were back at the start of the fall
semester, and together with another real
"hipster", Paul Bankson,. arranged an immediate merger with a similar jazz group at Westbrook Junior College.
An election was held to appoint officers
representing both schools. The club officials
elected were Paul Bankson and Anna Santorro, Directors; Sally Brown, Secretary and
Dick Winckler, Treasurer. Norm Richards was
appointed Publicity Chairman, and served as
club representative on the Student Council.
The purpose of the Jazz Club is to foster the
appreciation of jazz music and its artists. The
club members feel that jazz is one of the few
original American contributions to our civilization and culture, and is worthy of being
honored as such. The club contains fans devoted to many different stages of jazz,
throughout its evolution from early New Orleans Dixieland on up through ''swing~ "bop~
and contemporary modern jazz.
Club activities were many and varied. Mr.
Donald Ferguson, Portland's leading jazz
authority, gave many lectures on different
jazz artists and techniques of jazz. He is a
personal friend of many of the greatest figures
in the world of jazz. Panel programs were
held, at which time members would discuss
current jazz records.
The Jazz Club had its own trio of musicians,
known as "Chet Keefe and his Wild Ones",

who played to enthusiastic student audiences
at P.J.C. assemblies. Other club activities
were field trips to see as well as hear some
of the country's leading jazz musicians. One
in February was a jaunt to Lewiston to attend
a concert by Dave Bruebeck, the foremost
figure in modern Jazz today. Another feature
activity was the holding of live jam sessions
by local jazz musicians, with permission of
the local jazz musicians' union. "Workshops
in Jazz" were staged in which the musicians
explained and demonstrated how the various
sounds and techniques of jazz are evolved.
The club established excellent relations with
local disc jockeys, and members were frequently seen as guests of the announcers in
the studios. Members Bob Gold, Sally Brown,
Dick Winckler, and Anna Santorro were featured on station WPOR's program, "Jazz Journeys" as a discussion panel.
The Club also sponsored dances at the
Westbrook Junior College campus as well as
on our own. Some were highlighted by the
appearance of the popular announcer, Howie
Leonard, of station WPOR who acted as master of ceremonies and record spinner. He
gave away a number of excellent jazz record
albums at these dances.
This young Club has earned its present
reputation as one of the most outstanding on
campus. The lively pace set by the Jazz Club
kept it in continual prominence as one of the
most enterprising P.J.C. has ever had. We
hope that this year's members have set a precedent that will guide Jazz Club members in
the years to come.

First Row (left to Right), Winckler, Mr. Ferguson, Bankson, Strom, Morrison
Second Row (left to Right, Show, Brown, longzettel, Bevin, Keefe
Third Row (left to Right), Richards, Silsby, Kezol, Gotti, Palmer, Laughlin

---AND ON STAGE"

First Row (left to Right), Show, Mr. McCormick, Lovejoy, Ledger
Second Row (Left to Right), Morri son, Mr. Clark, Morrison

HART, ON PAPER
The Camera Club has taken all the pictures
for the News and most of those in this book.
Leading it has been Scott Lovejoy, president.
Othe r than these two activities the club has
a lso found time to cover many other activities.
Some of them are dances, basketball games,
and political campaigns.
Some of the members, being veterans, have
collections of colored sl ides that they took
while in one of the four corners of the world;
these provided many evenings of informative
and enjoyable entertainment.
Occasional guests to the meetings gave the
men a chance to exchange ideas concerning
photography. Faculty advisor, Mr. E. B. Fred
Clark was a lways on hand to give suggestions
for projects.
Other members of the club include Alex

Lindholm, vice president; Leighton Brown, secretary-treasurer; Richard Bouchard, Richard
Morrison, Richard Marsh, Norman Shaw, and
William Ledger. In this club a ll members are
active.
There is more to this camera club than just
taking pictures. They explore al l methods of
developing and printing pictures, try new
lighting techniques, and experiment with new
types of film. The darkroom has a new enlarger and with it many fine pictures have
been printed.
Scott Lovejoy and Dic.k Bouchard are responsible for the faculty portraits in this STAG.
Clubs in the years to come will find it a challenge to meet the standards set by the Camera Club of 1954-55 at Portland Junior College.

For the first time in the recent history of this
Co llege a national fraternity has " invaded"
the campus thus adding a high -level note of
prestige to the recently revived P.J .C. Drama tic Club.
Delta Phi Omega, wel l known on all College
Cam puses, made its appearance here shortly
after the successful presentation of our semi ann ual stage production, Our Town, written by
Thorton Wilder. To become a membe.r of the
Frat certain qua lifications had to be met by
each, the most important being an appearance in an official public stage performance.
Because of their efforts on beha lf of " Our
Town" and considering other associated outside work, seven men of the club were initiated into Delta Phi in a ceremony he ld on
Ca mpus last semester. Many new additions
to the fraternity are expected upon completion of the second stage play of the year
scheduled for presentation in May. As this is
being written its title is not available for pub-

lication.
With the help of the Westbrook Junior Col lege Dramatic Club and under the leadership
of Miss Mary Lee Hugam, its director, Our
Town played to near capacity audiences both
evenings thus becoming a great financial success for both colleges in addition to inspiring
new interest in modern drama.
Credit for the revival and resultant success
of this year's Dramatic Club must go to its
officers under the fine leadership of Robert
Barber, who served as president. Helping
him were Norman Shaw of radio-TV fame, the
club's vice-president and pouplar Philip Peters
acting as secretary-treasurer.
It is the hope, not only of the members of
the Dramatic Club, but of all who have appreciated their fine work, that with the coming of
the fall semester another group will present
themselves to carry on the splendid work that
the Dramatic Club of nineteen fifty-five has so
ambitiously revived.

First Row (Left to Right), Show, Barber, Peters, Keefe
Second Row (Left to Right), Luce, Silsby, D. Linscott, Gatti

AND ON THE AIR"

First Row (Left to Right), O'Goro, Show, Kilbride, Hyler

HP. J. c. ~oN THE SPOT"
Former Governor Burton M. Cross, State Institution head Norman Greenlaw and Portland
Planner Roger Creighton were among the
many controversial personalities put "On The
Spot" the past season by students of this college in a · series of informative telecasts over
the Portland facilities of WCSH-TV. Organized
last year through the efforts of Earl Hyler and
Dick Kilbride and placed under the supervision
of faculty adviser John F. Jaques, the TV Club
has grown to mammoth proportions and has
become a powerful voice through its expression of public sentiment on issues which concern everyone. The aim of the present series
has been to bring to light aspects of the news
which affect the ordinary man but are usually
lost, if printed at all, in a mass of journalistic
double-talk.
To Portland's new Deputy Fire Chief Carl P.
Johnson the Club owes a great vote of thanks
for his able and conscientious ·assistance in
arranging what proved to be the season's
most interesting program. This was a discussion of Portland's slum-clearance program
and what was being done to eliminate slum
areas. In addition to the Planning Board adviser, Roger Creighton, the panel of club members fired questions at Portland's Fire Chief,
Harry W. Marr, and Mr. Roger Martin of the
City Health Department.
Frank Moore, Norm Shaw, Dave DeRep-

entigny and Roy Leo have acted as moderators and announcer over this series of programs witf-i. the rest of the Club members alternating as panel members.
Art Antil, Bill O'Gara, Earl Hyler and Dick
Kilbride are the tried and proved TV artists.
They have been the backbone of the TV Club
since its birth two years ago. These four men
will be great assets to any organization, for
their coolness, level-headedness and courtesy
are the prized assets of young people who are
much in demand in today's world.
As the STAG goes to Press the club is negotiating with the State House for a special program with Governor Muskie who is a personal
acquaintance of a few of the members. Art
Antil, Bill O'Gara and Dick Kilbride were his
guests at the Inaugural Ball held at the Augusta Armory in January.
The State Highway Commissioner, Mr.
George Stevens, was unable to fill a March
20th commitment because of the pressing business with the new State Legislature.
Because of Senator Smith's Formoso trip she
has hod to decline a repeat appearance. She
was a guest on one of last year's programs.
TV Club program "On The Spot" hos become a tradition in Moine television circles
and when next September arrives a ,group
will again be present to carry on where we
left off.

The novelty of television has not distracted
from the steady progress of the second oldest
student activity on the Portland Junior College
campus, the weekly public service radio program prepared and presented by the students
and their faculty adviser. This has been the
second year of cooperation with WGAN, and
the result hos been a full schedule of fifteen
min ute presentations of "Campus Roundup,"
the weekly survey of headlines on college
campuses in the Greater Portland area."
The guiding spirit of the show this year has
been Frank Moore, a freshman who has been
active also in the Portland Children's Theater
and in the Golden Key Society. He has been
on almost every program and has substituted
many times for someone who was unable to
make the deadline. Frank tried all parts of
the program: he announced the opening and
closing, he interviewed the guests, and he collected the news from other campuses. For
such a busy fellow he did on outstanding job
and certainly deserves special mention.
But the radio program is far from a onemon job. Over the years the policy of the
staff hos been to encourage as many students
as possible to try their luck on radio. This
year even the interviews involved students at
Portland Junior College more than in past
years. Among those interviewed were Wil liam Kellaway and William Gagnon, two stu -

dents who earn money as professional musicians while they attend college; Donald Gatti,
student assistant to our librarian; Nathaniel
Kelley, the oldest student at the college; James
Rondeau and William O'Gara, chairmen of
dances and special events on campus. Most
of the interviews were done by Robert Davis.
The ones he enjoyed most were undoubtedly
those with the only coed, the mathematics stu·
dent from Westbrook Junior College, and Mrs.
Carolyn Kastner, a member of the committee
in charge of the joint winter carnival.
The job of scouring the Stag campus for
news fell on the shoulders of Earl Hyler, Kenneth Taylor, Frank Moore, and faculty ad viser, John Jaques. But towards the end of
the year Don Gatti and Robert Barber took
over the job as their contract in public speak·
ing.
Thus once again the college has benefited
by the progression of Stags, from neophytes
to top-flight radio personalities. And while
the students were thus developing, the college
was gaining in reputation for its cooperation
with other institutions in the community. Norman Luce and Frederic Hinxmon especially
found the students and faculty very friendly
and cooperative in supplying the weekly collection of news from other campuses. Certainly, for the year 1955, the program's theme
song, Gaudeamus lgitur, was well chosen.

(left to Right), Hinxmon, Lvce, Barber, Mowers, Gatti, Richards, Moore, Davis

Stags' Defenders
A new group was added to the activities on Campus last year with the addi·
tion of a Service Company to serve not only the College but the State of Maine
and our country as well.
Its purpose hos been to provide training in military techniques ond conduct
to prepare its members for more advantageous positions when they eventually
join or are inducted into the Service .
The entire College wos introduced to the Service Campany at a special full
assembly held in the auditorium last fall. The demonstration and information
presented a unique picture of the group and proved equally interesting to veterans and non-veterans alike.
John S. Berlube has capably guided the group in the position of 1st Sergeant
through the many meetings held during the year.
Philip A. Roberts was appointed Supply Sergeant by the Commander of the
group and according to reports has been doing an excellent job.
Serving with the group are some names familiar to all students at P.J.C.
Among them are Robert Kelly, Nick P. Vamvakias, Richard Leighton and Donald
Munson.
Because of its great success this year it is generally felt that when September
once again rolls round our Service Company will again be present ta "answer
the call".
First Row (Left to Right), Kezal, Mudie, Stein
Second Row (Left to Right), Tierney, Linscott, Kilbride, O'Goro, Clark

THE CARDSHARKS
Another club is born at Portland Junior.
Frank Stein and a few of his card-playing
friends decided that it was about time that all
men with this interest should organize for the
benefit of all students. The club plays pinochle
at various times at the members' homes and
sponsors socials for the whole student body.
Besides card playing at these student socials, the club provides refreshments. The
ordinary term refreshments is not quite up to
the task of describing the "feeds" given free of
charge at these Stag get-togethers. At the first
"stag" in December all present were treated
to hamburgers, coffee, and several kinds of
del icious pastries. By the time that the club
was ready to have another most of the students had heard of the good food and fellowship and turned out en masse and every one
left with the hope that there would be more

in the very near future.
And more there were, but the club did not
stay within its own circle; they were active in
the Sno-Ball dance sponsored by the combined
clubs on campus. Some who gave of their
talents for this endeavor were Richard Kilbride, William O'Gara, and Joseph Murray.
This club has a rather unique membership;
its faculty advisor is Mr. Harold Lawrence, and
it boasts another member who is not a student, Joe Murray. Members of this organization include Lloyd Mudie, Donald Linscott,
Joseph Tierney, James De Gifico, Frank Scammon, John Smith, Kenneth Leonard, Joseph
Kezal, Peter Tengren, Ronald Thurston, Robert
Carleton, and Warren Clark.
With the several freshmen in the club it is
likely to be one of the active clubs on campus
in the future.
·

First row, left to right: Vomvokios.
Second row, left to right: Leighton, Kelly.
Third row, left to righ t: Berube, Roberts.

THE RAG

(left to Right), Bernier, Mathews, Leo, Jaques, Bonkson, Kilbride, Clark, Winckler, Laughlin, Leighton,
Sharpe, Redman, Mogul, Logue

H

GOOD EVENING GENTLEMAN"

The after dinner, which encourages public
speaking, has one distinctive feature that deserves special notice: it actively encourages
alumni membership and participation.
The club was organized at the annual Public Speaking Class Banquet in February. The
first semester's banquet was held at the Lafayette Hotel under the special handling of
Dick Winckler and Ed Clark. About twenty
members of the class and their guests ate
steaks and made impromptu speeches as is
customary at such occasions. The idea warmed
into the suggestion for a permanent club.
Some of the guests were students who planned
to take the course in the second semester and
they were made part of the organization to
assure continuity. At the suggestion, and even
the insistence, of Norm Mogul, who was an
a lumnus of the class, recently returned to the
campus as an undergraduate, the alumni
were represented in the officers of the club, as
vice presidents.
The idea of the club is to encourage an interest in speaking, and eating. The present
members of the club plan to have supper
meetings at the campus during the semester
as an initiation for the latest recruits from the
one-semester speech class. Since about seventy-five or one hundred students struggle
through public speaking each year, the club
looks like Q potential strength on campus,

even if it may be mostly hot air power.
The most interesting feature to speculate
about is the alumni participation. Since the
official alumni organization of Portland Junior College has been somewhat limited to
Commencement activity, this club may be a
great move in the right direction. Perhaps the
almost six hundred alumni whose address is
still Portland or thereabouts will find this club
an excuse to come to the campus and sample
the good food of Mrs. Hibbard and Colonel
Lawrence. At the same time the very nature
of the club may allow the alumni to express
themselves on the college life and work here
on campus.
This new club seems to offer a chance for
good growth for the Stags. Alumni cooperation may mean a lot to the students, and like
the members of the Circle K, the After Dinner
Speakers may find the older men helpful as
well as stimulating.
Certainly public speaking is a recognized
"must" for any college man. The fact that the
local Toastmaster's Club has developed two
more clubs here in the city proves that men in
the community know that ability to speak before a group takes practice and pays dividends.
The STAG wishes the new club, its present
members, and its future prospects continuing
good luck.

Something new in the line of journolLsm appeared on campus this year. It first took the
form of the Independence Plus and then at o
later date the name was changed to the Rag.
This weekly paper is jointly edited by George
Linscott, Norman Pierce, Richard Morrison,
Bruce Laughl in, Frank Moore, and Thomas
Merrill.
For the most part, the members of this editorial board wrote under their own names
but one of their number chose to use a pen
name. Thomas Merrill used Tom Turkey, Will
E. Bite, and J. Samoh Llirre. Whether they
wrote under their own or an assumed name
these men succeeded in turning out a paper
with humor as well as seriousness of purpose.
One of the issues carried two letters to the
editors on the subject of school spirit. Through
its cartoons, drawn by Bruce Laughlin, the
paper boosted school activities and provided
various campus topics-of-discussion.
It is interesting to note that the paper attracted the interest of the faculty os well os

students. This might be due to the fact that
only o limited number of the papers ore
printed each week. Another reason could be
that the paper boosts the only original comic
strip in campus publications. This strip op·
peored several times in color and handles the
sensitive problems of the campus in o light
and stra'ight forward manner.
Contrary to the general opinion the Rag
was not started to give competition to the
news publications here at Portland Junior College, but rather to give the news o new look
here on campus. The Rog merely tried to do
that which the others cannot do and still stay
within their scope.
George Linscott, the senior editor, trained
the freshmen to toke over the Rag next year.
Their tra ining consisted of publishing one
paper on their own; this they d id with so much
proficiency that seniors Linscott, Merrill, and
Pierce almost lost control of their own "brain
child".

First Row (left to Right), Loughlin, G. Linscott, Morrison
Second Row (left to Right), Merrill, D. Linscott
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VERA A. STEVENS

FRANCES Hl88ARO

These are the people who make
our stay at Portland Junior College
just a little bit better. Mrs. Hibbard's
friendly smile is always in the cafeteria to greet us ... Joe Murray is always ready to give a helping hand
... Mrs. Stevens is a welcome addition to our "Caf"; the faithfulness with
which these people work is appreciated by everyone.

JOSEPH MURRAY

B.l~hl,'n

s

19

Robert Kelly

Mourice Meloon

Jomes DeGifico

Henry Leemon

Ronold Currier

Jomes Caselden

Williom O'Garo, copt.

Odie Kouropis

POINT TOTALS

Led by captain Bill O'Gara the basketball team of 1954-55 carved
deep its notch in this year at Portland Junior College. Little Bob Kelly
proved to be one of the best ball handlers among the teams that the
Stags played. O'Gara and Odie Kourapis worked the Backboards to give
the team many of its winning points and "Butch" Currier fascinated the
fans with his accuracy from the outside corners.
As a general rule the games were close, with the victor being decided only at the final gun. Ricker College shared the lead with the Stags
off and on a ll through the game and eventually won by a slim three
points. Gorham State Teachers' College JVs gave the team even a
rougher time of it, but this time P.J.C. came out on top by one point.
Many of the other games were iust as close and our team won in the
total point column. The final game, with Portland University, was the
most exciting because the game was all tied up at the end of regular
playing time. In the overtime period the Stags managed to tally two
more points to win the game.
This impressive record proved that the daily practice sessions and
rigid training program under the coaching of John Kershaw "payed off"
in the final analysis.

249
209
192
185
150
117
33
22

Currier
Kourapis
Kelly
Caselden
DeGiftco
O'Gara
Leeman
Me loon
John Kershow, cooch

Total P.J.C.
Total Opp.

1208
1184

Average points per game P.J.C.
Average points per game Opp.

67.1
65.8

Joseph Tierney

1954 - 1955 SEASON
P.J.C.
42
75
63
60
65
72
35
77
83

OPP.
At Univ. of Maine Frosh
At Gorham State Teachers JVs
Nasson College
Bridgton Academy
At Univ. of N. H. Frosh
At Nichols Junior College
At Springfield College JVs
Maine Vocational Tech. Inst.
Ricker College

78
69

65
50
97
68
41

44
86
Won 10

P.J.C.
69
76
90
80
66
93
41
60
60
Lost 8

OPP.
New England College
At Bridgton Academy
Portland University
At Bates College JVs
Gorham State Teachers JVs
Nichols Junior College
At Colby College Frosh
At Maine Vocational Tech. Inst.
At Portland University

85
51
53

49
65
100
69
56
58

BEAVERS BALL

Dick Webber
Most
Beord

Good groom ing

pay,

I

off

'

NORM MOGUL
BEST BEARD

Some bought
their
beords
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~
G
~- - ---,
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Bill O'Gara
looses
beard

*

$100

F I NE
D
I
A
M

'Ihe :Bank for 'J(_[l your :Banking Neeos

0
N
D

s

From $50.
$200.

• 188 MIDDLE STREET Auto Banking-Free Parking

DIVIDED PAYMENTS
Compliments of

AT NO

• 14 CONGRESS SQUARE Shopping District

EXTRA COST

• 337 FOREST AVENUE Free Parking
• 93 MAIN STREET, YARMOUTH Free Parking

WILL I AM P. HALEY
MOVER
Agent for North American
Portland, Maine

4 India St.

Phone 3-1708

SPRINGER'S JEWELERS
580 Congress Street

OF

PORTLAND

YOUR SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHER

BEST WISHES FROM

Member Federal Deposit /nrnrance Corporation
Member Federal Reserve System

JACKSON-WHITE STUDIO

JOHN KERN & SON
251 Commercial St.

536 A Congress Street

*============

*

Portland, Maine

Portland, Maine

FORBES APPLIANCES AND
HEATING CENTER
Route 302
North Windham, Moine
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Mt. Howley Conversion Burners
and Fire Tube Boilers
Television
Appliances
Bottled Gos
Gos and Electric
Soles
Service
Coll Windham, Twinoaks 2-4391
For Prompt Attention

"Soy it with flowers"

%efpd/t~
646 Congress St.
Portland, Maine
FLOWERS FOR All OCCASIONS
Telephones 3-6436 - 3-6437
Ralph l. Allen, Proprietor
Bonded Member of F.T.D.A

Watchmaker -

May their Endeavors Be Crowned With Success

Snyders Men's Store
Portland, Maine

251 Middle St.

Compliments of

AM, DOM and RAY, Props.
Tel. 2-9283
5 Bates Street
Portland, Me.

HARRY CARVEL CO.

Tires
Washing

Batteries
Lubrication
Road Service

386 Cumberland Avenue

Clothes for the Entire Family
Footwear and Sporting Goods

Plumbing and Heating Contractors
Portland, Maine

626 Forest Ave.

199 Lisbon St.

"Serving Portland Since 1918"

Portland, Maine

Lewiston, Maine

Pick Up and Delivery Service

Compliments of

CUMBERLAND AVENUE MARKET
Hand Cut Donuts

803 Congress St.

Portland

390 Cumberland Ave.
Portland, Moine

2-5636

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

542 Forest Ave.

PRATT-ABBOTT CLEANERS

Portland, Me.

See JIM NICHOLOS

MICHAEL'S SANDWICH SHOPPE

Jeweler

4 Forest Ave.

TOM TAYLOR

MAZZIOTTl'S TEXACO STATION

Compliments of

REG. SAUNDERS

BEST WISHES TO P.J.C. GRADUATES

110 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE
MORE THAN A MILLION PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED

Tel. 2-9337

Hours 6 A .M. - 7 P.M.

Best wishes to

MAINE HARDWARE &
PLUMBING SUPPLY CO.
Floor Covering Division

618-622 CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND

TELEPHONE 3·9363

BEST WISHES TO
66 VERANDA STREET
PORTLAN D . MAIN E

LORING SHORT & HARMON
Books
Stationery
Photographic Supplies
Art and Drafting Supplies

Office Furniture
Toys
Gifts
Leather Goods

WE RENT PORT ABLE TYPEWRITERS
Monument Square

Portland, Maine

;~
~I
~'

THE CLASS OF '55
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

Compliments of

COMPLIMENTS OF

BLUE ROCK QUARRY

BRIGHTON AVENUE
PHARMACY

Compliments of

Compliments of

COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

D. E. BARRA
THE MEN'S SHOP
874 Main St. Westbrook

NORTHEAST MOTORS, INC.

Auto Tops - Upholstering - Seat Covers
82 Elm Street

Portland, Maine
Tel. 3-6921

ST. REGIS HOTEL
530 Forest Av enue
Portland

194 Middle Street

Portland, Maine

MAINE IS FULL OF OPPORTUNITIES

BEST WISHES TO
the Class of '55

HUNNEWELL

IT IS YOUR JOB TO DEVELOP THEM

Woodfords Sandwich Shop

TRUCKING

Compliments of

INC.

539 Deering Ave.

Tel. 2-9440

MERRILL TRANSPORT COMPANY

Portland, Maine
EXPRESS SERVICE
Between
Boston, Mass.

Speciolizing in Petroleum Hauling

And All
Maine Points

ZENITH

Servi11g Moine and New Hampshire

ALSO OPERATORS OF

HARRIS
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Television -

Service -

Sales

48 Ocean Street
South Portland, Moine
Tel. 3-4833

EXPRESS TERMINAL
Rendering 24 Hr. Service
551 Commercial St.

- TERMINALS -

Dial 2-8357
Portland, Maine
PORTLAND

AUBURN
BANGOR

AUGUST A
SEARSPORT

INNESS PHOTO SERVICE
160 Ocean St.

Fill

Phone 2-1362
So. Portland, Maine
PHOTO SERVICE and SUPPLIES

~
O9---~

This
Page

Red & White Super Market
HARDWARE and SUPPLIES
NELSON ROAD

SOUTH PORTLAND 7, MAINE

With

Tel. 3-0776

Personal
Pictures
Clippings
Etc.

COMPLIMENTS OF

UNIVERSAL
Dryco Hardware
621 Forest Ave.

Portland, Maine

LAUNDRY
"MAINE'S QUALITY

Compliments

Save Regularly
LAUNDERERS-CLEANERS"

@

CATIR'S, INC.
The Fam ily Stores

3 1/2%

683 Forest Ave.
Woodfords Corner
231 Congress St.

Portland, Maine
Compound Dividends
FEDERAL LOAN and BUILDING ASSOCIATION

Near Washington Ave.
Monument Square

Portland, Maine

MAINE'S LEADING
SPORTING GOODS STORE
Good taste and smart styling at reasonable prices

OAKHURST DAIRY
MILK AND CREAM

364 Forest Ave .

Portla nd, Moine

James Bailey Co. Inc.

Are why BENOIT AUTHENTIC UNIVERSITY FASHIONS
Are preferred by college men.

Portla nd, Maine

A. H. BENOIT

t COMPANY

Monument Square

Portland, Maine

Compliments of

THE PORTLAND
JUNIOR COLLEGE NEWS
Norma n E. Pierce, Editor-in-Chief

FOR THE FINEST IN LUGGAGE

Fill

IT'S

J. L. BRACKETT CO.
265 Middle Street
Portland, Maine

.

This

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY MEMORIALS FOR OVER 72 YEARS

Page

JAMES P. MURPHY COMPANY, INC.
LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
LEWISTON, MAINE
OFFICE AND SALESROOM

PLANT

6·10 BATES STREET

t t 5 SPRING STREET

TEL. 4·8!546

With

TEL. 3·1071

Personal
READ THE P. J. C. NEWS

Pictures

LISTEN TO THE P. J. C. RADIO

Clippings
LOOK AT THE P. J.C. TV PRODUCTIONS

Etc.

CANFIELD FLEXIFONE

COMPLIMENTS OF

AGENCY

SULLIVAN
PHOTO SERVICE

AUDIO -

RADIO -

VIDEO EQUIPMENT

736 Forest Avenue
Portland, Moine

CUSTOM HI-FIDELITY
MUSIC SYSTEMS
Get Acquainted with HILLMAN'S
(SAME LOCATION FOR 30 years)
SPECIALIZED AUTO ELECTRIC & RADIO
SERVICE
We Handle Nothing But Auto Electrical
and Auto Radio

K. N. HILLMAN
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE

ROY'S SHOE SHOP
DIAL: 4-7053

CRESSEY & ALLEN

500 Stevens Ave.
PORTLAND, MAINE

57 Portland Street

OFFERS EVERYTHING MUSICAL

Dial: 4-1612

FOR EVERYONE
Portland, Moine

18 Portland St.
Telephone: 3-3829
Portland, Moine

FOR EVERY OCCASION

577 CONGRESS ST.

SHOES -

RUBBERS -

SNEAKERS

SHOE REPAIRING
Never a parking problem at Roys

LARGEST SELECTION OF
ARROW WHITE SHIRTS IN MAINE.

SWEARINGEN MOTORS CO.
PORTEOUS, MITCHELL
LINCOLN-MERCURY DEALERS

Compliments of

MAINE SAVINGS
BANK

AND BRAUN CO.
"BEST DEAL IN TOWN"

15 Cosco Street

PORTLAND, MAINE

Portland, Moine

AN OWEN . MOORE STORE

TWO OF PORTLAND'S FAVORITE STORES

Fill

NOW OFFER YOU
FASHIONS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Man's Shop . . . . Owen Moore's
Boy's Center . . . Grant Knowles
Costume Complementing Accessories

This

A Complete Line of Bates Products
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF QUALITY
COATS - SUITS - DRESSES
THE STAG

Available in Maine

Page

We Welcome You, Our Friends

SAYS

and Customers
GET BEHIND YOUR CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

~
-

With

Q UALITY SINCE 1874

Personal

CONGDON TRANSPORTATION
THE MAINLINE IN MAINE

Pictures
Clippings

Compliments of

A FRIEND

Etc.

SERVING NEW ENGLAND SINCE 1911

White & Sterling Trucks
Hudson Motor Cars

Triple-Transistor HEARING AID
Accepted Council on Physical Medicine
American Medical Association
Batteries - Cords - Service for All HearinCJ Aids
"YOUR HEARING DESERVES THE BEST"
COMPLIMENTS OF

HEARING AIDS CO. OF MAINE

DAY'S

79 OAK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

Jewelers

Opticians

OPP. EMPIRE THEATRE

DIAL 3·6121

Highway Trailers
and
Featuring Fine Used Cars

THE HENLEY-KIMBALL CO.

489 Congress St.
Portland, Maine

380 Forest Avenue Portland, Maine

75 Years of Dependable Service
1880 '
1955
LOGAN
FOR
PAINTING
ESTIMATES GLADLY FURNISHED
DIAL: 2-5929
73 - 75 Portland St.
Portland, Maine

THEODORE LOGAN & SON

COMPLIMENTS OF
MANAGERS AND CLERKS

Compliments of

A & P SUPERMARKETS

THE FACULTY
PORTLAND -

SO. PORTLAND

WESTBROOK

COME SEE!

COME SAVE!

AUTOGRAPHS
THE
S. D. WARREN
PAPER CO.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
Motor Tune-ups
General Repairs
Prompt Service
"So when in trouble C. Wass"
Some Location for 18 yrs.

EXTENDS BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF "55"

PORTLAND

WASS GARAGE
9 Portland Street

EAT

AT THE

P. J. C.

CAFETERIA

MAINE

Compliments of

CUMBERLAND SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
185 Middle St. Portland, Maine

Compliments of

NORTHEASTERN
COMPOSITION CO.

The Harris Company
. . . Marine and General Hardware
. .. Paints and Varnishes
. . . . Mill Supplies

Maine's Complete

AND

Composing Room Service

Harris Oil Company

Dial: 5-0736

. . . C IT I ES Sl'.RVIC E FUEL O ILS

. . . C.E. Hea ting Equipment

29 Exchange St. Portland, Maine

Commercial Street

Pon land

Maine

Compliments
Compliments of

DOW & STUBLING
581 Congress Street

HIGHLAND T. V.

WATCHES, DIAMONDS,

266 Woodford St.

JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE

Portland, Mai ne

Portland 3, Maine

LOVERING'S
SERVICE STATION

RALPH M. HANSON
PROPRIETOR

GAMAGE PHARMACY

46 Veranda Street

COR. VERANDA STREET AND

PORTLAND, MAINE

WASHINGTON AVENUE
PORTLAND, MAINE

TEL. 3-9179
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